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Abstra t
Clustering is traditionally viewed as an unsupervised method for data analysis. However, in some ases information about the
problem domain is available in addition to
the data instan es themselves. In this paper,
we demonstrate how the popular k-means
lustering algorithm an be pro tably modied to make use of this information. In experiments with arti ial onstraints on six
data sets, we observe improvements in lustering a ura y. We also apply this method
to the real-world problem of automati ally
dete ting road lanes from GPS data and observe dramati in reases in performan e.

1. Introdu tion
Clustering algorithms are generally used in an unsupervised fashion. They are presented with a set of
data instan es that must be grouped a ording to some
notion of similarity. The algorithm has a ess only to
the set of features des ribing ea h obje t; it is not given
any information (e.g., labels) as to where ea h of the
instan es should be pla ed within the partition.
However, in real appli ation domains, it is often the
ase that the experimenter possesses some ba kground
knowledge (about the domain or the data set) that
ould be useful in lustering the data. Traditional lustering algorithms have no way to take advantage of this
information even when it does exist.
We are therefore interested in ways to integrate ba kground information into lustering algorithms. We
have previously had su ess with a modi ed version of
COBWEB (Fisher, 1987) that uses ba kground information about pairs of instan es to onstrain their luster pla ement (Wagsta & Cardie, 2000). K-means

is another popular lustering algorithm that has been
used in a variety of appli ation domains, su h as image
segmentation (Marroquin & Girosi, 1993) and information retrieval (Bellot & El-Beze, 1999). Due to its
widespread use, we believe that developing a modi ed
version that an make use of ba kground knowledge
an be of signi ant use to the lustering ommunity.
The major ontributions of the urrent work are twofold. First, we have developed a k-means variant that
an in orporate ba kground knowledge in the form
of instan e-level onstraints, thus demonstrating that
this approa h is not limited to a single lustering algorithm. In parti ular, we present our modi ations
to the k-means algorithm and demonstrate its performan e on six data sets.
Se ond, while our previous work with COBWEB was
restri ted to testing with random onstraints, we
demonstrate the power of this method applied to a
signi ant real-world problem (see Se tion 6).
In the next se tion, we provide some ba kground on
the k-means algorithm. Se tion 3 examines in detail the onstraints we propose using and presents our
modi ed k-means algorithm. Next, we des ribe our
evaluation methods in Se tion 4. We present experimental results in Se tions 5 and 6. Finally, Se tion 7
ompares our work to related resear h and Se tion 8
summarizes our ontributions.

2. K-means Clustering
K-means lustering (Ma Queen, 1967) is a method
ommonly used to automati ally partition a data set
into k groups. It pro eeds by sele ting k initial luster
enters and then iteratively re ning them as follows:
1. Ea h instan e
enter.

di

is assigned to its losest luster

2. Ea h luster enter Cj is updated to be the mean
of its onstituent instan es.

Table 1.

Constrained K-means Algorithm

(data set D, must-link onstraints
, annot-link onstraints C on=  D  D)
1. Let C1 : : : Ck be the initial luster enters.

op-kmeans

The algorithm onverges when there is no further
hange in assignment of instan es to lusters.
In this work, we initialize the lusters using instan es
hosen at random from the data set. The data sets we
used are omposed solely of either numeri features
or symboli features. For numeri features, we use a
Eu lidean distan e metri ; for symboli features, we
ompute the Hamming distan e.
The nal issue is how to hoose k . For data sets
where the optimal value of k is already known (i.e., all
of the UCI data sets), we make use of it; for the realworld problem of nding lanes in GPS data, we use
a wrapper sear h to lo ate the best value of k . More
details an be found in Se tion 6.

3. Constrained K-means Clustering
We now pro eed to a dis ussion of our modi ations
to the k-means algorithm. In this work, we fo us on
ba kground knowledge that an be expressed as a set
of instan e-level onstraints on the lustering pro ess.
After a dis ussion of the kind of onstraints we are
using, we des ribe the onstrained k-means lustering
algorithm.

3.1 The Constraints
In the ontext of partitioning algorithms, instan elevel onstraints are a useful way to express a priori
knowledge about whi h instan es should or should not
be grouped together. Consequently, we onsider two
types of pairwise onstraints:

 Must-link

onstraints spe ify that two instan es
have to be in the same luster.

 Cannot-link

onstraints spe ify that two instan es must not be pla ed in the same luster.

The must-link onstraints de ne a transitive binary relation over the instan es. Consequently, when making
use of a set of onstraints (of both kinds), we take a
transitive losure over the onstraints.1 The full set
of derived onstraints is then presented to the lustering algorithm. In general, onstraints may be derived from partially labeled data ( f. Se tion 5) or from

1 Although only the must-link onstraints are transitive,
the losure is performed over both kinds be ause, e.g, if di
must link to dj whi h annot link to dk , then we also know
that di annot link to dk .
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2. For ea h point di in D, assign it to the losest luster
Cj su h that violate- onstraints(di , Cj , C on= ,
C on= ) is false.
If no su h luster exists, fail
(return fg).
6

3. For ea h luster Ci , update its enter by averaging all
of the points dj that have been assigned to it.
4. Iterate between (2) and (3) until onvergen e.
5. Return fC1 : : : Ck g.
(data point d, luster C , mustlink onstraints C on=  D  D, annot-link onstraints
C on=  D  D )
1. For ea h (d; d= ) 2 C on= : If d= 62 C , return true.

violate- onstraints

6

2. For ea h (d; d= ) 2 C on= : If d= 2 C , return true.
6

6

6

3. Otherwise, return false.

ba kground knowedge about the domain or data set
( f. Se tion 6).

3.2 The Constrained Algorithm
Table 1 ontains the modi ed k-means algorithm
(COP-KMEANS) with our hanges in bold. The algorithm takes in a data set (D), a set of must-link onstraints (C on= ), and a set of annot-link onstraints
(C on= ). It returns a partition of the instan es in D
that satis es all spe i ed onstraints.
6

The major modi ation is that, when updating luster assignments, we ensure that none of the spe ied onstraints are violated. We attempt to assign
ea h point di to its losest luster Cj . This will su eed unless a onstraint would be violated. If there
is another point d= that must be assigned to the
same luster as d, but that is already in some other
luster, or there is another point d= that annot be
grouped with d but is already in C , then d annot
be pla ed in C . We ontinue down the sorted list
of lusters until we nd one that an legally host d.
Constraints are never broken; if a legal luster annot
be found for d, the empty partition (fg) is returned.
An intera tive demo of this algorithm an be found at
http://www. s. ornell.edu/home/wkiri/ op-kmeans/.
6

4. Evaluation Method
The data sets used for the evaluation in lude a \ orre t answer" or label for ea h data instan e. We use
the labels in a post-pro essing step for evaluating performan e.
To al ulate agreement between our results and the
orre t labels, we make use of the Rand index (Rand,
1971). This allows for a measure of agreement between
two partitions, P1 and P2 , of the same data set D.
Ea h partition is viewed as a olle tion of n  (n 1)=2
pairwise de isions, where n is the size of D. For ea h
pair of points di and dj in D, Pi either assigns them
to the same luster or to di erent lusters. Let a be
the number of de isions where di is in the same luster
as dj in P1 and in P2 . Let b be the number of de isions where the two instan es are pla ed in di erent
lusters in both partitions. Total agreement an then
be al ulated using

ing algorithm). If they had the same label, we generated a must-link onstraint. Otherwise, we generated
a annot-link onstraint. We ondu ted 100 trials on
ea h data set (where a trial is one 10-fold ross validation run) and averaged the results.
In our previous work with COP-COBWEB, a onstrained partitioning variant of COBWEB, we made
use of three UCI data sets (soybean, mushroom, and
ti -ta -toe) and one \real-world" data set that involved
part of spee h data (Wagsta & Cardie, 2000). In this
work, we repli ated our COP-COBWEB experiments
for the purpose of omparison with COP-KMEANS.
COBWEB is an in remental algorithm, while k-means
is a bat h algorithm. Despite their signi ant algorithmi di eren es, we found that both algorithms improved almost identi ally when supplied with the same
amount of ba kground information.
100

+b
Rand(P1 ; P2 ) =
:
n  (n
1)=2

98

a

5. Experimental Results Using
Arti ial Constraints
In this se tion, we report on experiments using six
well-known data sets in onjun tion with arti iallygenerated onstraints. Ea h graph demonstrates the
hange in a ura y as more onstraints are made available to the algorithm. The true value of k is known
for these data sets, and we provided it as input to our
algorithm.
The onstraints were generated as follows: for ea h
onstraint, we randomly pi ked two instan es from the
data set and he ked their labels (whi h are available
for evaluation purposes but not visible to the luster-
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We used this measure to al ulate a ura y for all of
our experiments. We were also interested in testing
our hypothesis that onstraint information an boost
performan e even on un onstrained instan es. Consequently, we present two sets of numbers: the overall
a ura y for the entire data set, and a ura y on a
held-out test set (a subset of the data set omposed of
instan es that are not dire tly or transitively a e ted
by the onstraints). This is a hieved via 10-fold rossvalidation; we generate onstraints on nine folds and
evaluate performan e on the tenth. This enables a true
measurement of improvements in learning, sin e any
improvements on the held-out test set indi ate that
the algorithm was able to generalize the onstraint information to the un onstrained instan es as well.
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COP-KMEANS results on soybean
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The rst data set of interest is soybean, whi h has
47 instan es and 35 attributes. Four lasses are represented in the data. Without any onstraints, the
k-means algorithm a hieves an a ura y of 87% (see
Figure 1). Overall a ura y steadily in reases with
the in orporation of onstraints, rea hing 99% after
100 random onstraints.
We applied the Rand index to the set of onstraints
vs. the true partition. Be ause the Rand index views
a partition as a set of pairwise de isions, this allowed us
to al ulate how many of those de isions were 'known'
by the set of onstraints.2 For this data set, 100 random onstraints a hieve an average a ura y of 48%.
We an therefore see that ombining the power of lustering with ba kground information a hieves better
performan e than either in isolation.
2 For larity, these numbers do not appear in the gure.

Held-out a ura y also improves, a hieving 98% with
100 onstraints. This represents a held-out improvement of 11% over the baseline (no onstraints). Similarly, COP-COBWEB starts at 85% a ura y with no
onstraints, rea hing a held-out a ura y of 96% with
100 random onstraints.3

COBWEB starts at 56% a ura y with no onstraints,
rea hing a held-out a ura y of 72% with 100 onstraints.
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COP-KMEANS results on mushroom

We next turn to the mushroom data set, with 50 instan es and 21 attributes.4 It ontains two lasses.
In the absen e of onstraints, the k-means algorithm
a hieves an a ura y of 69% (Figure 2). After in orporating 100 random onstraints, overall a ura y improves to 96%. In this ase, 100 random onstraints
a hieve 73% a ura y before any lustering o urs.
Held-out a ura y limbs to 82%, yielding an improvement of 13% over the baseline. COP-COBWEB starts
at 67% a ura y with no onstraints, with held-out
a ura y rea hing 83% with 100 onstraints.
The third data set under onsideration is the part-ofdata set (Cardie, 1993). A subset of the full
data set, it ontains 50 instan es, ea h des ribed by
28 attributes. There are three lasses in this data set.
Without onstraints, the k-means algorithm a hieves
an a ura y of 58% (We have omitted the graph for
this data set, as COP-KMEANS and COP-COBWEB
have very similar performan e, just as shown in the
previous two gures.). After in orporating 100 random onstraints, overall a ura y improves to 87%.
Here, 100 random onstraints attain 56% a ura y.
Held-out a ura y limbs to 70%, yielding an improvement of 12% over the baseline. Likewise, COP-

spee h

3 The COP-COBWEB results are not reprodu ed in
graph form here, but an be found in full detail in Wagsta
and Cardie (2000).
4 This is a subset of the full mushroom data set, to mat h
the COP-COBWEB experiments.

Figure 3.
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Finally, we fo us on the ti -ta -toe data set.5 There
are 100 instan es in this data set, ea h des ribed by
9 attributes. There are two lasses in this data set.
Without onstraints, the k-means algorithm a hieves
an a ura y of 51% (Figure 3). After in orporating
500 random onstraints, overall a ura y is 92%. This
set of onstraints a hieves 80% a ura y in isolation.
Held-out a ura y rea hes 56%, a hieving a 5% inrease in a ura y.
COP-COBWEB behaves somewhat worse on this data
set, with held-out performan e staying roughly at the
49% mark. We believe that this data set is parti ularly hallenging be ause the lassi ation of a board
as a win or a loss for the X player requires extra ting
relational information between the attributes | information not ontained in our instan e-level onstraints.
In ontrast to the COP-COBWEB experiments, whi h
made use of data sets with symboli ( ategori al)
attributes, we also experimented with using COPKMEANS on two UCI data sets with numeri ( ontinuous) attributes. On the iris data set (150 instan es,
four attributes, three lasses), in orporating 400 random onstraints yielded a 7% in rease in held-out a ura y. Overall a ura y limbed from 84% to 98%,
and the set of onstraints a hieved 66% a ura y. Behavior on the wine data set (178 instan es, 13 attributes, three lasses) was similar to that of the ti ta -toe data set, with only marginal held-out improvement (although overall a ura y, as usual, in reased
5 Be ause this data set is larger, we experimented with
more onstraints.

dramati ally, from 71% to 94%). The onstraint set
a hieved 68% in isolation.
What we an on lude from this se tion is that even
randomly-generated onstraints an improve lustering a ura y. As one might expe t, the improvement
obtained depends on the data set under onsideration.
If the onstraints are generalizable to the full data set,
improvements an be observed even on un onstrained
instan es.

6. Experimental Results on GPS Lane
Finding
In all of the above experiments, the onstraints we experimented with were randomly generated from the
true data labels. To demonstrate the utility of onstrained lustering with real domain knowledge, we
applied COP-KMEANS to the problem of lane nding
in GPS data. In this se tion, we report on the results
of these experiments. More details an be found in
S hroedl et al. (2001), whi h fo uses spe i ally on
the problem of map re nement and lane nding.
As we will show, the un onstrained k-means algorithm
performs abysmally ompared to COP-KMEANS,
whi h has a ess to additional domain knowledge
about the problem. Se tion 6.2 des ribes how we
transformed this domain knowledge into a useful set
of instan e-level onstraints.

6.1 Lane Finding Explained
Digital road maps urrently exist that enable several
appli ations, su h as generating personalized driving
dire tions. However, these maps ontain only oarse
information about the lo ation of a road. By re ning
maps down to the lane level, we enable a host of more
sophisti ated appli ations su h as alerting a driver who
drifts from the urrent lane.
Our approa h to this problem is based on the observation that drivers tend to drive within lane boundaries. Over time, lanes should orrespond to \densely
traveled" regions (in ontrast to the lane boundaries,
whi h should be \sparsely traveled"). Consequently,
we hypothesized that it would be possible to olle t
data about the lo ation of ars as they drive along a
given road and then luster that data to automati ally
determine where the individual lanes are lo ated.
We olle ted data approximately on e per se ond from
several drivers using GPS re eivers aÆxed to the top
of the vehi le being driven. Ea h data point is represented by two features: its distan e along the road
segment and its perpendi ular o set from the road

enterline.6 For evaluation purposes, we asked the
drivers to indi ate whi h lane they o upied and any
lane hanges. This allowed us to label ea h data point
with its orre t lane.

6.2 Ba kground Knowledge as Constraints
For the problem of automati lane dete tion, we foused on two domain-spe i heuristi s for generating onstraints: tra e ontiguity and maximum separation. These represent knowledge about the domain
that an be en oded as instan e-level onstraints.
Tra e ontiguity means that, in the absen e of lane
hanges, all of the points generated from the same vehi le in a single pass over a road segment should end
up in the same lane.
Maximum separation refers to a limit on how far apart
two points an be (perpendi ular to the enterline)
while still being in the same lane. If two points are
separated by at least four meters, then we generate
a onstraint that will prevent those two points from
being pla ed in the same luster.

To better analyze performan e in this domain, we
modi ed the luster enter representation. The usual
way to ompute the enter of a luster is to average
all of its onstituent points. There are two signi ant
drawba ks of this representation. First, the enter of
a lane is a point halfway along its extent, whi h ommonly means that points inside the lane but at the far
ends of the road appear to be extremely far from the
luster enter. Se ond, appli ations that make use of
the lustering results need more than a single point to
de ne a lane.
Consequently, we instead represented ea h lane luster with a line segment parallel to the enterline. This
more a urately models what we on eptualize as \the
enter of the lane", provides a better basis for measuring the distan e from a point to its lane luster enter, and provides useful output for other appli ations.
Both the basi k-means algorithm and COP-KMEANS
make use of this lane representation (for this problem).

6.3 Experiment 1: Comparison with K-means
Table 2 presents a ura y results7 for both algorithms
over 20 road segments. The number of data points for
ea h road segment is also indi ated. These data sets

6 The enterline parallels the road but is not ne essarily
lo ated in the middle of the road.
7 These results represent overall a ura y rather than
held-out a ura y, sin e determining the right set of onstraints is part of the problem (they are not arti ially
generated from the true labels).

Table 2.

Segment
(size)
1 (699)
2 (116)
3 (521)
4 (526)
5 (426)
6 (503)
7 (623)
8 (149)
9 (496)
10 (634)
11 (1160)
12 (427)
13 (587)
14 (678)
15 (400)
16 (115)
17 (383)
18 (786)
19 (880)
20 (570)

Average

Lane Finding Performan e (Rand Index)

K-means
49.8
47.2
56.5
49.4
50.2
75.0
73.5
74.7
58.6
50.2
56.5
48.8
69.0
65.9
58.8
64.0
60.8
50.2
50.4
50.1

58.0

COPKMEANS
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
96.6
100
100
100
76.6
98.9
100
100
100

98.6

Constraints
alone
36.8
31.5
44.2
47.1
29.6
56.3
57.8
53.6
46.8
63.4
72.3
59.2
51.5
59.9
39.7
52.4
51.4
73.7
42.1
38.3

50.4

and averaging 98.6% overall. The un onstrained version performed mu h worse, averaging 58.0% a ura y.
The lusters the latter algorithm produ es often span
multiple lanes and never over the entire road segment
lengthwise. Lane lusters have a very spe i shape:
they are greatly elongated and usually oriented horizontally (with respe t to the road enterline). Yet
even when the luster enter is a line rather than a
point, k-means seeks ompa t, usually spheri al lusters. Consequently, it does a very poor job of lo ating
the true lanes in the data.
For example, Figure 4 shows the output of the regular
k-means algorithm for data set 6.9 The horizontal axis
is the distan e along the road (in meters) and the verti al axis is the enterline o set. There are four true
lanes. The points for ea h of the four lusters found by
k-means are represented by di erent symbols. Clearly,
these lanes do not orrespond to the true lanes.
8
traces
lane 1
lane 2
lane 3
lane 4

6

4

2

0

are mu h larger than the UCI data sets, providing a
han e to test the algorithms' s aling abilities.
In these experiments, the algorithms were required to
sele t the best value for the number of lusters, k . To
this end, we used a se ond measure that trades o
luster ohesiveness against simpli ity (i.e., number of
lusters).8 Note that this measure di ers from the obje tive fun tion used by k-means and COP-KMEANS
while lustering. In the language of Jain and Dubes
(1988), the former is a relative riterion, while the latter is an internal riterion.
In the lane nding domain, the problem of sele ting k
is parti ularly hallenging due to the large amount of
noise in the GPS data. Ea h algorithm performed 30
randomly-initialized trials with ea h value of k (from 1
to 5). COP-KMEANS sele ted the orre t value for k
for all but one road segment, but k-means never hose
the orre t value for k (even though it was using the
same method for sele ting k ).
As shown in Table 2, COP-KMEANS onsistently
outperformed the un onstrained k-means algorithm,
attaining 100% a ura y for all but three data sets

8 More pre isely, it al ulates the average squared
distan e from ea h point to its assigned luster enter and penalizes for the omplexity of the solution:
i dist(di ;di : luster)2  k2 . The goal is to minimize this value.
n
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K-means output for data set 6, k=4

The nal olumn in Table 2 is a measure of how mu h
is known after generating the onstraints and before
doing any lustering. It shows that an average a ura y of 50.4% an be a hieved using the ba kground
information alone. What this demonstrates is that
neither general similarity information (k-means lustering) nor domain-spe i information ( onstraints)
alone perform very well, but that ombining the two
sour es of information e e tively (COP-KMEANS)
an produ e ex ellent results.
An analysis of the errors made by COP-KMEANS on
the lane- nding data sets showed that ea h mistake
arose for a di erent reason. For data set 12, the algorithm in orre tly in luded part of a tra e from lane 4
in lane 3. This appears to have been aused by noise
in the GPS points in question: they are signi antly

9 The orre t value of
algorithm sele ts k = 1.

k

was spe i ed. Without it, the

loser to lane 3 than lane 4. On data set 16, COPKMEANS hose the wrong value for k (it de ided on
three lanes rather than four). This road segment ontains very few tra es, whi h possibly ontributed to
the diÆ ulty. Sin e COP-KMEANS made so few errors on this data set, it is not possible to provide a
more general hara terization of their auses.
It might be argued that k-means is simply a poor
hoi e of algorithm for this problem.
However,
the marked improvements we observed with COPKMEANS suggest another advantage of this method:
algorithm hoi e may be of less importan e when you
have a ess to onstraints based on domain knowledge.
For this task, even a poorly-performing algorithm an
boost its performan e to extremely high levels. In
essen e, it appears that domain knowledge an make
performan e less sensitive to whi h algorithm is hosen.

6.4 Experiment 2: Comparison with agglom
Rogers et al. (1999) previously experimented with a
lustering approa h that viewed lane nding as a onedimensional problem. Their algorithm (agglom) only
made use of the enterline o set of ea h point. They
used a hierar hi al agglomerative lustering algorithm
that terminated when the two losest lusters were
more than a given distan e apart (whi h represented
the maximum width of a lane).
This approa h is quite e e tive when there are no lane
merges or splits a ross a segment, i.e., ea h lane ontinues horizontally from left to right with no interruptions. For the data sets listed in Table 2, their
algorithm obtains an average a ura y of 99.4%.10
However, all of these data sets were taken from a freeway, where the number of lanes is onstant over the
entirety of ea h road segment. In ases where there are
lane merges or splits, the one-dimensional approa h is
inadequate be ause it annot represent the extent of a
lane along the road segment. We are urrently in the
pro ess of obtaining data for a larger variety of roads,
in luding segments with lane merges and splits, whi h
we expe t will illustrate this di eren e more learly.

7. Related Work
A lot of work on ertain varieties of onstrained lustering has been done in the statisti al literature (Gordon, 1973; Ferligoj & Batagelj, 1983; Lefkovit h,
1980). In general, this work fo uses ex lusively on ag-

10 A maximum merging distan e of 2.5 meters was spe i ed.

glomerative lustering algorithms and ontiguity onstraints (similar to the above tra e ontiguity onstraint). In parti ular, no a ommodation is provided
for onstraints that di tate the separation of two items.
In addition, the ontiguity relation is assumed to over
all data items. This ontrasts with our approa h,
whi h an easily handle partial onstraint relations
that only over a subset of the instan es.
In the ma hine learning literature, Thompson and
Langley (1991) performed experiments with providing an initial \priming" on ept hierar hy to several
in remental unsupervised lustering systems. The algorithms were then free to modify the hierar hy as
appropriate. In ontrast to these soft onstraints, our
approa h fo uses on hard, instan e-level onstraints.
Additionally, Talavera and Bejar in orporated domain
knowledge into an agglomerative algorithm, ISAAC
(Talavera & Bejar, 1999). It is diÆ ult to lassify
ISAAC's onstraints as uniformly hard or soft. The
nal output is a partition (from some level of the hierar hy), but the algorithm de ides at whi h level of
the hierar hy ea h onstraint will be satis ed. Consequently, a given onstraint may or may not be satis ed
by the output.
It is possible for the k-means algorithm to evolve
empty lusters in the ourse of its iterations. This
is undesirable, sin e it an produ e a result with fewer
than k lusters. Bradley et al. (2000) developed a
method to ensure that this would never happen by
imposing a minimum size on ea h luster. E e tively, these a t as luster-level onstraints. Like our
instan e-level onstraints, they an be used to in orporate domain knowledge about the problem. For example, we know that road lanes must be separated
by some minimum distan e. However, we have not
yet in orporated this type of onstraint as an input
to the lustering algorithm; rather, we simply dis ard
solutions that ontain lanes that are deemed too lose
together. We are interested in exploring these lusterlevel onstraints and integrating them more losely
with the lustering algorithm itself.

8. Con lusions and Future Dire tions
We have developed a general method for in orporating ba kground knowledge in the form of instan elevel onstraints into the k-means lustering algorithm.
In experiments with random onstraints on six data
sets, we have shown signi ant improvements in a ura y. Interestingly, the results obtained with COPKMEANS are very similar to those obtained with
COP-COBWEB. In addition, we have demonstrated

how ba kground information an be utilized in a real
domain, GPS lane nding, and reported on impressive
gains in a ura y.

Ferligoj, A., & Batagelj, V. (1983). Some types of lustering with relational onstraints. Psy hometrika,
48, 541{552.

We see several avenues for improvements and future
work. The use of onstraints while lustering means
that, unlike the regular k-means algorithm, the assignment of instan es to lusters an be order-sensitive. If
a poor de ision is made early on, the algorithm may
later en ounter an instan e di that has no possible
valid luster (e.g., it has a annot-link onstraint to at
least one item in ea h of the k lusters). This o asionally o urred in our experiments (for some of the
random data orderings). Ideally, the algorithm would
be able to ba ktra k, rearranging some of the instan es
so that di ould then be validly assigned to a luster.

Fisher, D. (1987). Knowledge a quisition via in remental on eptual lustering. Ma hine Learning, 2,
139{172.

Additionally, we are interested in extending the onstrained lustering approa h to in lude hierar hi al algorithms. COP-KMEANS and COP-COBWEB both
generate a partition of the data and therefore are wellsituated to take advantage of hard, instan e-level onstraints. A di erent onstraint formulation will be required for hierar hi al algorithms.
Finally, we would like to explore an alternative to the
hard onstraints presented here. Often domain knowledge is heuristi rather than exa t, and it is possible that it would be better expressed by a \soft" onstraint.
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